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Self-induced transparency soliton laser via coherent mode locking

Victor V. Kozlov*

Department of Quantum Electronics, Institute of Physics, St. Petersburg State University, 1 Ulianovskaya, Petrodvoretz,
St. Petersburg 198904, Russia
~Received 24 February 1997!

The properties of coherent nonlinear gain are utilized for generating stable pulses with durations shorter than
the inverse spectral width of the gain profile. A passive cw mode-locking technique making use of the coherent
gain and the coherent absorber is proposed as the basis for a self-induced transparency soliton laser. The basic
features of pulse evolution including the pulse shortening effect are described.@S1050-2947~97!06408-1#

PACS number~s!: 42.60.Fc, 42.50.Ct, 42.65.Re, 42.65.Tg
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I. INTRODUCTION

The generation of ultrashort pulses is based on the c
finement of the energy in the cavity in a small spatial regi
A laser operation in this fashion is said to be mode lock
~see, e.g., Ref.@1#!. Essentially the techniques for mod
locking lasers require some form of amplitude modulat
applied to the laser radiation, which has a period equal to
cavity round-trip time. This modulation may be derived e
ternally as in the case of active mode-locking, or it may
derived passively from the radiation itself via an intensi
dependent loss mechanism.

The traditional active-locking technique involves the u
of an intracavity loss or phase modulator driven by a si
soidal RF signal whose period is closely matched to
round-trip transit time of the system. In the case of pass
mode locking, mode-locked operation is achieved by ins
ing in the cavity an absorbing element that exhibits sign
cant saturation at the power levels reached during the l
action. New generation of mode-locked lasers was ushere
by the demonstration of the soliton laser by Mollenauer a
Stolen @2#, which showed that nonresonant mode-locki
techniques based on the optical Kerr effect could be use
produce femtosecond pulses.

In general, a steady state is reached in a mode-loc
laser for which the pulse compression mechanisms are
anced by pulse-broadening mechanisms. In any case
believed that a pulse will have a finite duration that is u
mately limited by the gain bandwidth of the laser gain. Th
may correspond to the spectral width of the gain profile
the laser or to the spectral width of any intracav
frequency-selective elements. However, unlike pass
frequency-selective elements the dispersion of the amp
ing medium presents a nonlinear function of intense field t
allows it to support pulses with durations beyond the or
nary limit. As a pulse becomes shorter than the ph
memory time of a medium, the field-matter interaction
exhibiting coherent features. In this paper the properties
coherent nonlinear gain are utilized as a basis of a n
mode-locking technique for generating pulses with durati
shorter than the inverse spectral width of the gain profile

The benefits of coherent medium-field interaction a
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twofold: the gain serves as an active medium and as a mo
lator for pulse formation. While propagating through the a
plifier the leading edge of the pulse extracts the ene
stored in it while the trailing edge vanishes, experienc
smaller gain. Throughout the formation process a pulse in
amplifying two-level system evolves toward ap pulse~see
Ref. @3#! allowing the full release of the stored energy a
moving with the velocity of light.

Fox and Smith@4# were the first to suggest that the puls
traveling back and forth in a self-mode-locked laser osci
tor were p pulses. However, the amplifier placed into th
cavity does not sustainp-pulse shaping. It is well known tha
for certain choices of laser parameters there exists an in
sic instability in the laser equations~see Ref.@5#!. This leads
to a pulse buildup from the unstable cw~continuous wave!
solution under the influence of a small disturbance as sho
by Risken and Nummedal@6#. Hence the final pulse param
eters essentially depend on initial noise characteristics,
the pulses are not simply related top pulses@6#. In contrast
to the fluctuation nature of the self-pulsing regime~see also
Ref. @7#!, in this paper we are dealing withdeterministic
pulses.

In order to achieve a stable mode locking the net gain
low-intensity cw radiation should be negative. The stabil
condition may be fulfilled by placing a cell with a passiv
medium into a cavity. The following requirements are ma
on the absorber: its optical transition frequency should
coincident with resonant frequency of the amplifier, its co
centration should be enough to provide a high damping
for low-intensity radiation and at the same time provide
little as possible attenuation for pulse regime. A more pla
sible choice may be realized by using thesamemedium for
the absorber as for the amplifier, but without external pum
ing. The coherent character of interaction between the p
and the absorber may lead to a severe decrease in en
damping rate compared to that for cw radiation.

This model is similar to that proposed by Fox, Schwa
and Smith@8# and Frovaet al. @9#. They reported that a neon
discharge absorption cell can very effectively lock the mod
of a He-Ne laser. But as pointed out in@9# the experimental
data appeared to be only acontinuationinto the high-power
region of the results for the self-locked laser~without absorb-
ing cell! obtained by Uchida and Ueki@10# and Smith@11#.
Moreover, it is important to note that the pulse spectral wid
achieved in these experiments did not exceed the spe
1607 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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1608 56VICTOR V. KOZLOV
width of the amplifying medium. Pulses that are substantia
wider than the gain bandwidth have been reported in@12#
from an additive-pulse mode-locked erbium fiber laser. P
sibly extreme pulse shortening can be the result of
change of the pulse width by an order of magnitude wit
the cavity.

A special feature of passive mode locking with the coh
ent absorber is that the self-induced transparency effec
the absorber discovered by McCall and Hahn@13# can serve
as an additional pulse shaping mechanism. The specia
sign of the cavity configuration, namely, fitting of the bea
radius in the gain to twice that as in the absorber, gives
to 2p-pulse soliton formation in the absorbing medium. S
the field in the cavity constitutes ap pulse for the amplifier
and a 2p pulse for the absorber with the same pulse shap
sech-hyperbolic form. Generality of the model is sustain
by the independenceof pulse shape and pulse area on a
material parameters except dipole moments. The main ob
tive of this paper is to present the basis for a mechanism
passive cw mode locking utilizing the coherent properties
both amplifying and absorbing media—‘‘coherent mo
locking.’’

II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND SOLITARY
WAVE SOLUTION

For the purpose of simplifying the laser equations, a tw
level ring laser system with homogeneously broadened l
for both active and passive media is treated. Also, let
assume that the pulse suffers only a slight change durin
single transit through any of the elements of the cavity.
the ring laser under consideration, we assume one allo
direction of propagation; hence,

E~ t,z!5~\/dg!E~ t,z!exp~ if!1c.c.,

Pi~ t,z!5Pi~ t,z!exp~ if!1c.c.,

where f52(vt2kz); i 5a,g; c.c. means the comple
conjugate; the indicesa and g are associated with the ab
sorber and the gain, respectively.E(t,z) and Pi(t,z) are
slowly varying functions inz and in t. The boundary condi-
tions of a ring laser require that the variablesE(t,z) and
Pi(t,z) are periodic in z with period L: E(t,z1L)
5E(t,z), Pi(t,z1L)5Pi(t,z), and Ni(t,z1L)5Ni(t,z),
whereL is the laser cavity length.

So, an analysis in this paper starts from the laser ma
equations and wave equation in the form

c]E/]z52]E/]t2 lE1~a/Ta!Pa1~g/Tg!Pg , ~1!

]Pi /]t52Pi /Ti1Am iENi , ~2!

]Ni /]t52~Am i /2!~EPi* 1E* Pi !, ~3!

where i 5a,g. Following the assumption of identical mate
rial for the laser and absorbing media we put equal values
the relaxation times of the polarizations and equal values
the dipole moments:Ta5Tg , da5dg . The parameters ex
hibit a distinction in the ratio of the beam area in the ga
to that in the absorberma5Sg /Sa ~while mg51). In Eqs.
~1!–~3!, a52pvda

2naTa /\ is the linear optical-absorption
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coefficient,g52pvdg
2ngTg /\ is the linear gain, andl de-

scribes the losses of the cavity and of the host material.
loss terms are omitted in Eq.~3! considering the pulse dura
tion shorter than the relaxation time of population differen

The steady-state solution is obtained by requiring t
the pulse repeat itself after one transit, therefore
final pulse variables have a space and time depende
of the form f (t2z/v). A sufficiently great number of
laser modes is considered to be involved in la
operation and thus the periodic boundary conditio
can be changed for conditions in infinity
E(t,z→`)→0, Pi(t,z→`)→0, Na(t,z→`)→21, and
Ng(t,z→`)→11. This simplification is equal to the re
quirement that the length of the pulsevt is small comparable
to the cavity lengthL. The steady-state pulse generation b
comes possible only for a laser configuration that can ma
tain the same value of gain and the same value of absorp
at each point of the cavity after every transit. Thus, a gain
to be restored in a cavity transit time. Keeping in mind t
above arguments a particular solution of Eqs.~1!–~3! is
given by

E5A sech@~ t2z/v !/t#, ~4!

which requires a special configuration of the laser cavity
that thema parameter is equal to 4. The field is taken in t
form ~4! as observed from the active medium location. Su
stituting Eq.~4! into ~1!–~3! yields relationships for the puls
squareQ5*Edt and for the pulse velocityv,

Q5Atp5p, ~5!

c

v
511

6~t/Ta!

314~t/Ta!1~t/Ta!2 at. ~6!

Also the energy-balance equation takes place,

3~h21!~JTg!212~4h21!~JTg!14~h22r!50, ~7!

where J5*E2dt52A2t52A describes the pulse energ
h5(g2 l )/g ~pump parameter! andr5a/g are the normal-
ized gain minus cavity losses and normalized absorption

Stability of the mode-locking operation requires negat
net linear gain in order to prevent the initiation of the c
regime: h2r,0. This condition together with Eq.~7!
specify the stability domain on the (r,h) plane for solitary
pulse generation; see Fig. 1. Figure 2 illustrates the dep
dence of pulse duration on absorber density. Minimum v
ues of pulse durations correspond to the bottom boundar
the stability domain. While the sharp termination of th
maximum values is traced to the property of constant a
under pulse envelope, enhancement of absorber conce
tion leads to amplitude reduction with concurrent increas
in duration. Thus, the energy-loss coefficient incorpora
not only the linear dependence on absorber concentra
but also the additional contribution from increasing a fra
tion of pulse energy left in the medium. Besides, the pul
with greater durations extract the energy stored in a g
with less efficiency. Plots of unstable solutions that ha
energy increasing with the rise in the absorber concentra
are shown by dashed curves on Fig. 2.
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56 1609SELF-INDUCED TRANSPARENCY SOLITON LASER VIA . . .
The solution~4! has the form of ap pulse@see Eq.~5!# in
the amplifier, which proves its coherent nature. During
cycle of interaction the energy is pumped into the elec
field, and after the passage of the pulse the inversionalways
became negative; see Fig. 3. The repopulation of inversio
full in the limit of (t/Tg)→0. At the same time the absorbe
sees the field in the form of a 2p pulse. Thus the field dy-
namics comprises the stage of exciting of resonant dip
into the inverted state by the leading edge of the pulse,
the stage of the coherent recirculation of the stored ene
into the remaining portion of the pulse. The lossless pro
gation is attained only fort/Ta→0, otherwise the pulse
leaves a small fraction of energy in the medium; see Fig

Equation~6! shows no contribution of a gain to the puls
velocity. This fact correlates well with the results of the pr
vious studies onp-pulse propagation~see, e.g.,@3,14#!. On
the other hand, pulse delay in an absorber comprises an
sential property of the self-induced transparency effe
Equation ~6! extends this feature to the case of coher
pulse propagation with losses. As directly follows from t
latter considerations the coherent effects in both media pl
crucial role in the process of pulse formation. In this sen
the laser based on this mode-locking technique might be
ognized as aself-induced transparency soliton laser.

It is believed that forall ultrashort pulse lasers, there wi
be a balance between pulse compression, achieved thr
mode-locking, and spectral compression, which is a con

FIG. 2. Typical curves for dependence of pulse duration
absorber density for three values of pump parameterh: ~1! 0.85;~2!
0.90; ~3! 0.95. The dashed curves correspond to unstable soluti

FIG. 1. Stability domain~the shaded region! for the solitary
pulse solution~4! on (r,h) plane.
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quence of the finite gain bandwidth. As the pulse spec
width approaches the bandwidth of the gain, the pulse st
to lose energy to this spectral filter and so a steady stat
reached for which the pulse energy and its spectral and t
poral widths stay constant. Undoubtedly this picture of pu
evolution is correct and at the same time there is no disc
ancy with coherent mode-locking picture proposed above
special feature of the solution~4! for the pulse envelope lies
in its existenceonly for a range of durations limited by th
inequalityt,Ta ,Tg . Hence the stability domain of coheren
pulses~4! never overlaps with that of pulses produced
traditional mode-locking techniques. This ‘‘pure’’ cohere
character of the solution~4! proves that such pulses could b
observed only in the experiments where the pulse spe
broader than gain spectral width were detected at the l
output. On the other hand, the same peculiarity has given
to some problems of self-starting of the coherent mo
locking operation because of difficulties for the pulse
overcome the ‘‘energy barrier’’ between two distinct types
optical nonlinearities—coherent and incoherent.

III. MODE-LOCKING DYNAMICS AND PROPERTIES
OF SOLITARY-WAVE SOLUTION

The solution of the form~4! refers to the final stage of th
mode-locking process when the pulse parameters h
reached their steady-state values. In order to achieve a
found understanding of coherent mode-locking phenome
there is a need to analyze how a seeding pulse being init
broad experiences shortening.

For the sake of simplicity the incoherent losses in bo
media are suggested negligibly small (Ta ,Tg→`). Then
Eqs. ~1!–~3! can be reduced to a single equation for t
Bloch angleu5*2`

t Edt:

]2u

]t2 1c
]2u

]t]z
5S g

Tg
D sinu2S a

Ta
D sin2u2 l

]u

]t
. ~8!

A pulse evolution in a lossless two-component media (l→0)
was described in Ref.@15#. A threshold value of

Q th5arccos~g/2a!,

where

Q5u~z,t51`!

n

s.

FIG. 3. Pulse shapes~solid curves! and population difference
dynamics~dashed curves!: ~1! for the gain;~2! for the absorber;
t50.2Tg is taken. Direction of pulse propagation is indicated by
arrow.
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1610 56VICTOR V. KOZLOV
differentiates between two distinct ways of pulse evolution
seeding pulse withQ,Q th is absorbed, and a pulse wit
Q th,Q,2p2Q th evolves to ap pulse. For thep-pulse
shaping scenario the propagation of the pulse is accompa
by its infinite amplification with corresponding shortening
duration keeping the square under envelope equal top.

The loss term (l .0) does not change the value ofQ th and
dynamics of the Bloch angle at the first stage of evoluti
and also has no effect on the final pulse square. It can
found from Eq.~8! that if there is a perturbation inE such
that the total areaQ is greater thanp, then

]E

]z
'H S g

Tg
D sin~Q1«!2S a

Ta
D sin@2~Q1«!#J ,0.

The field at the trailing edge therefore tends to decreas
recover a total area ofp. On the other hand, if the perturba
tion is such thatQ is less thanp, then]E/]z.0. Therefore,
small deviations from the stationary valueQ5p are damped
out, which proves the stability of pulses with square equa
p.

The cavity losses dramatically change the evolution
pulse energy:

]J

]z
52

g

Tg
~12cosQ!2

a

Ta
~12cos2Q!22lJ, ~9!

resulting in a stationary value forJ:Jst52g/(Tgl ), which
coincides with that found from Eq.~7!.

The above considerations refer only to area and ene
stability and leave open the possibility of perturbations
which the total area and energy remain unchanged. For
stability consideration of the pulse shape given in Eq.~4! one
may linearize Eq.~8! near the steady-state solution. The fir
order perturbation analysis of Eq.~8! can be performed ana
lytically for the following range of parameters:l .0 and
r.1, and leads to the ‘‘Schro¨dinger’’ equation for the par-
ticle motion in the potential well. The zero eigenvalue is
single one of a discrete spectrum for the problem. It cor
sponds to the eigenfunction in the form of localized pert
bation. Other eigenvalues are all negative@16#. This result is
similar to the case of a pure absorber; see Ref.@14#. So the
pulse shape is stable but not asymptotically stable, i.e.,
turbations remain finite.

For completeness of the analysis it needs to be ascerta
if the pulse solution~4! is actually unique in that it is the
only solitary wave solution. As previously derived a pul
launched into a cavity evolves to a solitary wave with
stationary square value and with energy equal toJst. Apart
from this transient process and keeping in mind only the fi
stage of evolution rewrite Eq.~8! in terms of a single vari-
able t2z/v:

S c

v
21D dE

d~ t2z/v !
5 lE2S g

Tg
D sinu1S a

Ta
D sin2u. ~10!

From the right-hand side of Eq.~10! one sees that a puls
solution should have extremum points
um5p/21kp, k50,1,2,. . . . Consequently, one obtain
for the pulse amplitudeA5(g/Tg)/ l . In terms of the new
independent variableu, Eq. ~10! becomes
a

ied

,
be
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o
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r-

ed
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r
d

duF S E

AD 2

2sin2uG5
E

A
2sinu, ~11!

where we use the relationship

S c

v
21D52

a

Ta

1

A2 ,

which directly follows from the condition of maxuEu at
u5um .

Equation ~11! is invariant underu→2u and E→2E.
Also one can see thatE(u) is periodic with a period of
2p. For one period ofu: 0 –2p, E is antisymmetric about
the p point. Consequently, we haveE(p)50, which after
referring to Eq.~10! denotes simultaneous vanishing of th
field and its first derivative atu5p. ThusE(u) is localized
between 0 andp, that in its turn is proof that the class o
p pulses is the only class of solitary wave solutions of E
~8!.

The discussion leaves open the question about the va
of p solutions. In order to solve the problem one looks mo
closely at the symmetrical properties of Eq.~11!. E(u)
should be symmetric about thep/2 point. Hence for arbitrary
pair (u,p2u) the field derivative must be of the same ma
nitude but with the opposite sign. There is no way to sati
this requirement except by the choice of the solution of
specific form:

E5Asinu or
dE

du
5EAA22E2. ~12!

Equation~12! has a unique solitary wave solution, name
~4!.

Numerical simulations were performed to prove and
supplement the above analytical speculations. For the in
sech-shape profile pulse with square equal to 0.4p one can
see in Fig. 4 the dramatic increase in the pulse energy, b
factor of 12, with the corresponding shortening in durati
by a factor of 5. After a short transient, fo
z.15(g/cTg)21, the pulse takes its steady-state form. Wh

FIG. 4. Computer plots of evolution of inputQ50.4
hyperbolic-secant pulse with distance and time forh50.8, r52,
and t!Ta ,Tg . The distancez is marked off in units of
(g/cTg)21.
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56 1611SELF-INDUCED TRANSPARENCY SOLITON LASER VIA . . .
this pulse shape is compared in detail with that of Eq.~4!, it
is apparent that they are equivalent. In the transition reg
the self-consistent interaction of the field and the ampli
component of laser medium gives rise to ringing that is l
pronounced as compared to the case of a pure amplifier.
effect of ringing suppression arises from nonvanishing in
cavity losses that have been demonstrated with our comp
simulations with different values of theh parameter~not
presented here!.

Up to this point the assumption has been made that
relaxation processes are negligible for the pulse dynam
(t!Ta ,Tg). One can expect that the inclusion of them lea
to the enhancement of the threshold value for the pu
square,Q th , and changes only some details in mode-lock
dynamics; see Fig. 5. Thus, the effect of ringing practica
dies out.

In addition to thep point Eq.~8! has an infinite numbe
of stationary points. It is reasonable to assume that they
related to (2k11)p pulses. For the classical self-induce
transparency effect it has been observed, both experimen
and from machine computations, that the combination
field strength and magnitude of dipole moment sufficient
induce two and more inversions in the population of t
two-level system does not propagate as a single pulse
rather separates into a sequence of fundamental pulses.
decomposition is a natural by-product of the alternate am
fication and attenuation of a pulse that accompanies the
herent oscillations in population and induced polarization
the two-level systems. Figure 6 shows the process of 3p
pulse decomposition into two pulses with subsequent
vival of a single one only. For the stage of practically fu
separation Fig. 7 illustrates typical field dynamics toget
with behavior of population differences of absorber and a
plifier. Thus one may conclude that the formation of a 3p
pulse involving thep pulse and the 2p pulse takes place
The generated 2p pulse outdistances thep pulse and then
exhibits spreading and quick scattering. Later on only
p pulse propagates back and forth inside laser cavity.
distortion of the 2p pulse happens because it does not
tract energy from amplifier~see Fig. 7! but at the same time
experiences linear losses inside the cavity.

FIG. 5. Computer plots of evolution of inputQ50.5
hyperbolic-secant pulse with distance and time forh50.8, r52,
and t5Ta/35Tg/3. The distancez is marked off in units of
(g/cTg)21.
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The above consideration shows that an arbitrary pu
with square greater than a threshold value being seeded
a laser evolves towards a solitary wave solution of the fo
~4!.

IV. DISCUSSION

A type of mode locking is demonstrated in a laser with
coherent gain and a coherent absorber. The pulse shorte
effect occurs as a result of a self-induced transparency e
in both ~gain and absorbing! media. An initially weak pulse
(Q th,Q in,2p2Q th ,t in,Ta ,Tg ,Jin,Jst) launched into a
cavity transforms into ap pulse for a gain and a 2p pulse
for an absorber at the first stage of evolution. At the seco
stage the pulse exhibits amplification as long as its ene

FIG. 6. Computer plots of evolution of inputQ53.5
hyperbolic-secant pulse with distance and time forh50.8, r52,
and t!Ta ,Tg . The distancez is marked off in units of
(g/cTg)21.

FIG. 7. Plots of pulse envelope and population differences
absorber and amplifier forz54.5(g/cTg)21. The input pulse and
laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 6.
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1612 56VICTOR V. KOZLOV
reaches the stationary valueJst. This process is accompanie
by the corresponding decreasing in duration in order to k
the constant value of the pulse square. The extent of p
compression can be estimated by a ratio (Jst/Jin)(Q in /p).
After the transient process the pulse takes the stable sol
like form; see Eq.~4!. Moreover, the two-component cohe
ent laser medium does not sustain multisoliton operation,
an initial pulse withQ in.2p2Q th also tends to take the
uniquep-pulse form, see Eq.~4!.

It may appear that the conception of coherent mo
locking may be applied only to the case when the be
radius in the gain is twice as that in the absorber. W
actually happens is thatmode-locking effect manifests itse
for a large range of variations ofm parameter@16#.

In conclusion, the technique of coherent passive m
locking may be successfully applied to the whole class
media with narrow gain linewidth. In general, this mod
c

tt
p
se

n-

d

-

t

e
f

locking technique imposes a single vital demand on la
configuration. It refers to the high-Q cavity in order to pro-
vide a considerable gain excess over linear intracavity l
(g.2.28l , following the notations of this paper!. A signifi-
cant advantage of the mode-locking technique lies in its s
plicity: it can be realized without precise cavity length tunin
or special matching of media.
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